There is a very simple answer to all of this XXXXXXX.

The problem is, that your line is so degraded in its judgement upon others, you no longer have the discernment or capacity to walk it. Or see it, as you repeatedly ask us for clarifications. There are many who use Epik that we may not agree with. At the point where they are using their web service to send out photos, images, messages, or group communications that are designed to heighten hate and forward aggression, is the time action is taken. Shame on your for intentionally and strategically trying your best to muddy this position, so that you can save face for your own discrimination and life choices. Reducing Epik systematically, to hide the actions of your clients, is not noble. Or truthful.

Here is your clarification, as your words and letters do nothing but illustrate that we need to take a hard look at both your logic and your lack of discernment:

If you knowingly and intentionally publish information, that encourages hatred, discrimination, violence, or aggression against anyone, with the intent to mobilize or activate user bases to polarize against others due to skin color, religion, or other belief systems you believe are beneath you:

**you will have no home at Epik.**

Your customers can tell you whatever they want to. There were absolutely no words spared regarding my attempt to reach him, convey to him what was at stake, and explain to him the absolute and critical necessity for a better path. To echo Rob's point below: falsely tagging hatred and ill will against others based on identity traits devoid of any character measurement is NOT the way to get there. My guess is you already know that, which means there is at least the likelihood that you are politically motivated, positioned and designed to keep false flags active, by encouraging hatred that can be galvanized by others tactically for control.

What disappoints me the most in your correspondence, is your repeated suggestions that we can be appeased financially in the face of a very real discussion on the negative impacts of hateful campaigns. Offering cash, forever registrations, bumped up renewal payments, and server upgrades, like we are whores for your taking. Conflating a real conversation about the generation of hate like we are puppets for sale. As you have the audacity to lecture me and others on what constitutes rights, freedoms, and constitutional / founding father interpretations.

You have a comment for every comment. An excuse and position for every logic. This isn't a debate, it isn't a conversation, it was an absolute compassionate appeal for you to take a hard look at your decisions and how you got here.

The XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX site is not welcome at Epik, or any related/subsidiary platform, and I would encourage you all that if you choose to reactivate it elsewhere, please take a strong look at how you can use it to make your world a better place. The same efforts that see citizens march around waving Swastikas, and promoting false rhetoric about Hitler's empire, could have just as easily been serving food to the homeless and deactivating media claims of hate, bigotry, and racism.
You - YOU - are doing the biggest evil in this world. Creating the platforms by which others would associate and attract more hate, division, separation, and judgement, while behind the scenes power brokers trade voting blocks that are both created and supported by false narratives, as a handful of highly empathetic people have let their love for others become corrupted. Your inability to see or understand this for a single second, leads me to believe that you are in fact not what you claim to be, and possibly intentional with strategic purpose in the facilities that you serve.

Expect no more correspondence from Epik, unless it is to give you notice that other services or lapses of judgement mean more sites and services ultimately come down. To date, I was unaware of even other services or websites that you may be managing on behalf of clients. Your repeated references and veiled threats, as to the disappointment that others will find with our services should be also re-evaluated. This is a top down leadership issue external to us, related to those who would use judgement of others based on skin color and belief, before ever considering how to reach out a hand and actually help someone without the stereotypes. It is difficult to be effective, when messages with deplorable statements capture the headlines of your most admired achievements.

If we had more bread-bringers in the streets, we would need less militants. Those who intend to harm this country, would also have less ammunition for their media.

Thank you for your understanding,